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SUPERMARKET AISLE. LATE NIGHT

It is near closing time. The only sounds are soft squeaks

and distant voices.

At the end of the aisle an ungroomed employee, DANIEL, is

stacking cans. He turns each label out to match the previous

can.

Footsteps approach.

Two female customers are walking down the aisle. They pass

by Daniel and he turns to watch them walk away.

EMPLOYEE LUNCH ROOM. NO WINDOWS

TRACY and CHLOE are sitting at a small square table, both

bent over their phones. They are both young and wearing lots

of make-up.

The door opens and ROBIN enters smiling.

ROBIN

Ladies.

TRACY

Hey, new boy.

He mocks hysterics and clocks-off on a panel next to the

door. He crosses into a locker area and retrieves his bag

pulling out two invitations.

ROBIN

For you. And you. I expect to see

you both there, or judging by early

numbers it will be depressing.

CHLOE

Cool. Are many people from work

coming?

ROBIN

I’ve been handing them out to the

guys I know. Mostly night-fill

people.

TRACY

Wait, did you invite Daniel?

ROBIN

Not yet. I mean I was going to

though.

The girls groan.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBIN

What?

CHLOE

Don’t invite him. He’s creepy.

ROBIN

Aw, y’all are just mean.

CHLOE

No, seriously. I’m always catching

him, like, just standing there

listening when I’m talking to

people. And he reeks.

TRACY

He’ll walk all the way out to the

carpark right next to you at the

end of the night without saying a

thing. He’s fucking weird.

ROBIN

Well you’re obviously such a sweet

girls, who could blame the man for

showing some interest?

Chloe raises her eyebrows at him.

ROBIN

I have to invite him, I’ve asked

everyone else already.

The door opens again and Daniel enters. He walks across to a

sink and fills up a glass of water then drains it in one

long gulp. The trio has fallen silent.

DANIEL

What were you guys talking about?

Robin looks at the girls.

ROBIN

Ah, nothing man. I was just talking

about my birthday tomorrow night.

Was meeting up with some friends at

a bar for some drinks.

Robin reaches into his bag and hands an invitation to

Daniel.

DANIEL

Oh. At The Retreat.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBIN

Yeah its near where I’ve just

moved. You been before?

DANIEL

No. Sounds cool though.

Chloe snorts a burst of laughter.

ROBIN

Yeah, my housemate recommended it.

Like I was saying to the girls, I

still don’t know that many people

about town, so if you could get

along that’d be great. Good to get

the numbers.

TRACY

Yeah, he’s desperate for them.

Chloe laughs again, Robin glares at them.

CHLOE

I’m off. You guys coming?

Tracy stands.

ROBIN

I’m going to hang back.

The girls leave.

ROBIN

Sorry about that man.

Daniel shrugs unconvincingly

ROBIN

You should come along, for real. It

will be fun.

DANIEL

OK. I will.

ROBIN

Cool. See you there. I’m off

Robin leaves. Daniel stands alone.
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INT. TRAIN CARRIAGE. LATE NIGHT

The train is almost empty.

Daniel is seated at one end of the carriage eating out of a

bag of McDonalds.

The train pulls into a station. A girl and guy, CAITY and

DEAN, walk onto the carriage arguing. Dean keep trying to

turn Caity to face him.

She snaps and storm down to the end of the carriage and sits

heavily in a seat across from Daniel. She looks over to him.

CAITY

Can I ask a favour?

Daniel is unsure how to react.

CAITY

Can you tell me if that guy back

there is following me?

Daniel looks and Dean catches his eye.

DANIEL

No.

CAITY

(looks back anyway)

OK good.

There is a pause.

CAITY

I’m Caity

Daniel nods. She puts her hand out and he shakes it.

CAITY

And you’re Daniel?

Daniel is confused but then looks down at his name badge.

Caity laughs.

CAITY

Nice to meet you Daniel. Working

nightshift are you?

DANIEL

Yeah. In the city. Elisabeth

Street.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITY

Lovely. I bet you meet all the

crazies on the way home.

DANIEL

Is that your boyfriend?

Dean is still glaring but turns away when Caity looks.

CAITY

Interesting question.

She looks back at Daniel.

CAITY

Do you know much about the Zodiac?

Daniel shakes his head.

CAITY

I know a lot of people don’t have

much time for it but when you

really look into it you’d be

surprised how many people’s

personality fits their sign. Like,

I play roller derby...

She straightens out her jumper to show the graphic on the

front. It is a team logo - ’Foley’s Rollers’.

CAITY

(cont)

And I swear I can tell a new girl’s

sign just by watching her roll.

She smiles. Daniel manages a a smile back.

CAITY

Anyway my point is, I’m a Scorpio

and we’re supposed to be the crazy

ones.

She laughs

CAITY

Well it’s a water sign. Water

matches earth. Water and fire is no

good. And after plenty of very...

chaotic relationships I started

really getting into star signs, you

know doing proper reading on it and

surprise, surprise, all of my exes

are fire signs.

(CONTINUED)
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And then I meet Dean, back there.

He is a Taurus, which is like super

earthy. And...

She looks back again

CAITY

(cont)

Let’s just say, I’m starting to

learn Earth signs relationships

come with their own, unique

frustrations.

She focuses back on Daniel.

CAITY

Sorry. Did that all sound

completely crazy?

DANIEL

(clears throat)

No. It’s very interesting.

CAITY

OK. I’m going to guess what sign

you are.

DANIEL

OK.

CAITY

Give me your hands.

She turns her knees toward Daniel and puts out her hands. He

puts out his and she takes them, staring into his eyes.

She lets go.

CAITY

You have very intense eyes.

(thinking)

Capricorn.

Daniel lets out a breath. He says nothing

CAITY

Am I right?

DANIEL

I’m not sure.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITY

You don’t know your own star sign?

Daniel shakes his head and Caity laughs pleasantly.

CAITY

That’s incredible Daniel! Now I’m

sure I’m right. When’s your

birthday?

DANIEL

January 7th.

CAITY

(smiles)

Guessed it. Earth sign.

Dean walks up behind the, as the train pulls into a a

station.

DEAN

Caity?

CAITY

(without looking back)

Coming. It was nice to meet you

Daniel.

DANIEL

Yeah. You too.

He looks up and cops a glare from Dean.

Caity walks past Dean and off the train. Dean follows and

grabs her arm but she rips it away and, after a few words,

storms off without him.

Frustrated, Dean kicks a bin then turns to see Daniel

watching him.

The train pulls away.

EXT. STREET.

Daniel approaches a house with a group of people gathered in

the front courtyard, drinking and listening to music.

As he draws closer to them he stops and watches.

While laughing one of them turns and notices Daniel. Daniel

takes off again without looking back.
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INT. DARK BEDROOM

A door opens and the living room light turns on. Daniel

walks in opening a large bag of chips. He sits down at a

desk and turns his computer on.

He browses the internet.

Bored he opens a new tab and begins unzipping his pants.

He opens a porn site and browses through videos. Nothing

interests him. He enters a few search terms:’dark hair’,

’tattoos’, ’goth girl’, but is still not satisfied.

He opens up Facebook and types ’Caity’ but does not hit

enter. He thinks, then types ’Foleys Rollers’. One of the

results has the same logo as Caity’s jumper. Daniel clicks.

He selects ’Photos’ and finds a group shot. It is low res

but there is a familiar dark-haired girl in the back row.

He clicks the photo and scrolls through the list of people

tagged. There is a Caity Ryan listed. It is the same Caity.

He clicks and goes to her photo tab but gets: ’This user has

a restricted profile, to see what she shares send her a

friend’s request’.

Daniel taps the mouse, thinking. He searches ’private photos

on facebook’, ’facebook hack’ and ’find someones facebook

password’ but finds no help. He clicks on her profile again.

He goes to ’About’ and finds her email address. He copies it

and logs out of his Facebook. He clicks another tab and

searches for, ’most common passwords’.

The top option is ’password’.

That doesn’t work

He tries ’foleysrollers’ and ’foleys’ that doesn’t work

He goes back to the article and reads ’password will often

include significant information with a birth date as the

required number component.’

He click on her ’About’ again to find her birthday - it is

November 17th. His eyes light up.

He firmly types ’scorpio17’ and hits ’Enter’.

Her profile loads up.

(CONTINUED)
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Daniel begins clicking through her pictures. He finds one of

her posing in a bikini and stops.

A chat box pops up.

DEAN

hey

A pause

CAITY

hey

DEAN

how are you going?

CAITY

how do you think i’m going?

DEAN

look i’m sorry. it was a bad

reaction

CAITY

you’re right. it was

DEAN

i was just caught off guard a bit.

you know i’m a bit green when it

comes to the sex side of things.

CAITY

I appreciate that but you’ve really

got to think before you react

sometimes

DEAN

I know. i’m sorry

CAITY

its really not that uncommon. there

are studies that show that like 50%

of women have some sort of similar

fantasy.

DEAN

i’m sure there is, babe

CAITY

and its not like i was even saying

i wanted to do it. i was just

talking bout it.

(CONTINUED)
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DEAN

OK

CAITY

it takes a lot for someone to open

and talk about stuff like that and

you really did a great job of

making me feel like shit

DEAN

look caity. I know. honestly i’m

really really sorry

DEAN

i’m just trying to say that its new

to me. i’ve never even thought of

it before

CAITY

i know

CAITY

because you’re a nice guy

CAITY

i’m sorry

DEAN

you don’t have to be sorry

DEAN

just talk to me about it now

CAITY

i really dont want to keep going

into it if its going to make you

think i’m a freak

DEAN

i dont think you’re a freak

DEAN

have you done it before?

CAITY

yes

CAITY

a couple times

DEAN

ok, so...?

A pause

(CONTINUED)
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DEAN

caity, really. i’m sorry. i want

you to tell me about it

CAITY

well i guess most people call it

rape fantasy

CAITY

i prefer using the words ’forced

sex’ because using the word rape

bring up unwelcome complications

DEAN

ok. and what do you like about it?

CAITY

its hard to explain

CAITY

its nothing to do with anything

thats ever happened to me

CAITY

firstly its not a damaged goods,

unhealthy type thing

CAITY

i just like the excitement of

feeling out of control

DEAN

like what sort of things exactly

though?

CAITY

well thats the thing its kind of

about not setting boundaries

CAITY

but say things like being forceful

CAITY

gagging me when i’m too loud

CAITY

blindfolding me

CAITY

use your imagination :)

(CONTINUED)
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DEAN

and how would you want to do it? do

we just organise it one night?

DEAN

or would you like want me to break

into your place or something?

CAITY

:)

CAITY

i mean sure. its about

make-believe, so the realer the

better

CAITY

and if things go too far we just

have a safe word

DEAN

like what?

CAITY

anything

DEAN

caramel?

CAITY

lol

CAITY

sure

DEAN

ok

CAITY

ok?

DEAN

ok i think i get it. not ok i want

to do it necessarily

DEAN

but thank you for explaining

CAITY

can i say one more thing

(CONTINUED)
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DEAN

of course

CAITY

i really dont want you to get the

wrong idea. it really is more about

exploring things that excite me.

think of it in terms of playing

characters not in terms of real

life

CAITY

its not like i actually want to get

raped.

DEAN

i understand

DEAN

i’ve really got to go to bed now

though hun

CAITY

i know babe. thanks for talking

CAITY

love you. xx

DEAN

love you too

The screen reads ’Dean is no longer available’.

Daniel has been perched n the edge of seat. He scrolls back

through the conversation, then goes to Deans profile and

clicks through some photos.

He stops on a close up shot of Dean and rests back in his

chair.

INT. BEDROOM. AFTERNOON

Daniel is snoring on his sheet-less bed wearing the same

clothes. He wakes with a start.

He sits up and looks at his watch. With a grunt he stands

and leaves the room.
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INT. KITCHEN

Daniel is cooking eggs and bacon.

He stares at the eggs, lost in thought. Grease from the tray

pops loudly and he is snapped from his funk.

INT. BATHROOM

Daniel stands in front of a mirror shaving with an electric

shaver. He is wearing a cheap, patterned shirt. He finishes

and turns his head inspecting his profile

He holds his hair down flat.

EXT. STREET. VERY EARLY EVENING

A tram dings past.

Daniel holds Robins invitation looking across the road.

He crosses and enters a bar.

INT. BAR

A bartender pours a beer while Daniel watches.

The bar is nearly empty. Daniel checks his watch.

The bartender serves him and Daniel pushes over a pile of

coins.

BARTENDER

(frowning)

Thanks.

Daniel nods and turns to face the empty room.

He walks across the floor and sits in a booth facing the

entrance.

INT. BAR. AN HOUR OR SO LATER

It is dark outside now and there is more people around.

Daniel is sitting in the same spot with three and a half

empty glasses.

Robin enters with three friends

Daniel stands steadying himself on the table

Daniel approaches Robin at the bar and taps his shoulder.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBIN

Oh, hey man.

They shake hands formally.

DANIEL

Do you want a drink?

ROBIN

I’ve got one coming thanks, man.

Hey, thanks for coming.

Daniels nods and sways a bit

ROBIN

You been here for a little bit?

DANIEL

Yeah

ROBIN

Yeah, sorry. Got caught up drinking

with my housemates at home. Seen

many work peeps?

Robin looks around and spots a friend.

DANIEL

(slurring)

Thanks for inviting me tonight

ROBIN

What was that, mate?

DANIEL

Thanks for inviting me

ROBIN

Yeah, no problems. Like I said,

thanks for coming along. Hey look

I’ve just spotted someone but I’ll

see you in a bit.

DANIEL

OK. Come get me when you need

another drink

ROBIN

Um... sure mate. Sure.

Robin pats him on the arm and walks away. Daniel watches him

warmly embrace a friend.

(CONTINUED)
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He turns and orders another beer from a female bartender. He

watches her body as she walks away and catches sight of

himself in the back bar mirror.

He stares at his reflection as the noise around him grows

slowly louder.

EXT. SIDE ALLEY NEXT TO BAR. VERY LATE/NOT QUITE CLOSING

TIME

Daniel stumbles out of the bar. He turns into an alley and

begins urinating 2 meters from the footpath to the distate

of two passer-bys.

It is a long piss. Swaying, he hears a voice and squints

into the dark.

It is a guy and a girl against the alley wall behind a skip

bin. They are both drunk and he is kissing her neck. She has

her arms up between them.

GIRL

Stop it.

He continues.

GIRL

John stop it. Not here.

He goes in harder and she pushes him away. In a snap of

movement he snatches her wrists and pins them to the wall

and continues.

She protests at first but then submits to the feeling. She

looks towards the street and sees Daniel.

She opens her mouth to speak but he reaches down the front

of her pants. She gasps.

GIRL

John. No.

John drags her down behind the skip bin out of sight.

Daniel stares, hearing only the sound of the girl as John

continues.

He zips up his pants and staggers away.
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EXT. DANIEL’S APARTMENT. STILL LATE AT NIGHT

The light is on in Daniel’s apartment.

INT. BATHROOM

Daniel is in front of the mirror, swaying, with electric

shaver in hand.

He begins shaving his head

The motor of the shaver struggles with the thickness of his

hair and catches.

DANIEL

Fuck!

He slams it into the sink and staggers out of the bathroom.

EXT. DANIEL’S APARTMENT. EARLY IN THE MORNING

The sun is rising over the houses.

INT. DANIEL’S BEDROOM.

The electric shaver can be heard from the bathroom.

The sound of the the shaver stops and the sound of cooking

can be heard in its place.

Footsteps move from one room to another and then the cooking

sounds stop. Daniels enters the room with cleanly shaven

head and two toasted sandwiches on a plate. He sits at his

computer.

He unbuttons his pants and opens up a porn site.

He thinks and then searches for ’unwilling’. He scrolls then

types ’forced’. Then ’rape’.

He goes to Google and searches for similar terms. He finds a

link - an erotic fiction website. He clicks on a category

labelled ’NON-CONSENSUAL’ and begins reading.

He finishes and reads another, and then another - almost

frantic.

Finally he types ’real rape fantasy’. He clicks a result and

reads. He finishes and collapses backwards on his chair and

zips his pants back up.

He opens Facebook and types in Dean’s name. He brings up his

profile picture.
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He runs his hand over the top of his head then turns to look

at himself in a mirror on the wall.

LUNCH ROOM. NO WINDOWS

Robin is sitting at the table, lacing up his work shoes.

Daniel walks in.

ROBIN

Hey, woah! Haircut.

Daniel rubs his head.

DANIEL

Yeah.

ROBIN

Looks good man.

Daniel walks over to the sink to get a glass of water. Robin

realises that’s all he’s getting finishes tying his laces

and stands.

ROBIN

OK, I’ll see you later.

He leaves and Daniel sculls the water.

EXT. LEVEL TRAIN CROSSING. NIGHT. WINDY

Crossing bells go off and traffic stops. A train comes

hurtling past.

INT. TRAIN CARRIAGE. DIRECTLY AFTERWARDS

Daniel sits on the train, tired.

The train pulls into a station. He notices it is the same

station he saw Caity and Dean the previous night. He scans

the doors but neither of them board.

He looks behind, through the adjoining carriage. A girl is

walking to a seat, when she sits down he sees it is Caity,

by herself, headphones on.

Daniel looks away quickly. He slides down his seat and peers

back. She hasn’t seen him.
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EXT. BALACLAVA STATION PLATFORM. SHORTLY AFTER

The train blasts into the station

Daniel steps off several doors down from Caity. He pulls his

jumpers hood over his head and walks, keeping his distance

behind her.

EXT. STREET OUTSIDE STATION

Caity walks down the ramp and turns left. Daniel reaches the

bottom of the ramp, watches her and then follows.

EXT. DARK SIDE STREET

Two footsteps pace along the concrete.

Caity walks along, headphones blaring. Daniel walks behind,

his hood still on.

She passes under a street light, approaching a street. She

turns her head to check for traffic just as Daniel walks

past the light’s edge.

She turns forward but has caught him out of the corner of

her eye. Slowly she moves her hand to her pocket, switching

off the her music.

Caity turns down a street. Daniel follows.

She crosses the road diagonally. Daniel does as well.

They approach a block of apartments.

Caity’s footsteps get slightly faster. She reaches the

apartment’s driveway and turns down. After several steps she

looks back.

Daniel walks past, the hood hiding his face. He passes the

edge of the building out of sight.

He moves several steps further then stops. He takes his hood

off and wipes his forehead, breathing as if he has just been

running.

He looks up at the side of the building. One of the windows

lights up.

Daniel’s breath calms. He pulls his hood back over his head

and walks away.
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INT. DANIEL’S BEDROOM. VERY LATE

Wind is rattling the windows.

Daniel is laying on his bed, headphones on, watching shadows

whip across the walls and ceiling.

Slowly he raises both hands straight up. He clenches his

fists and rams his elbows down into the mattress. He repeats

this and then lets them fall at his side.

His eyes droop closed. He appears asleep but they snap open

again.

He sits up and moves to his closet, searching.

INT. BATHROOM. SHOT AT FLOOR LEVEL

The light turns on. Daniel walks slowly toward the mirror.

There is the sound of material being cut. It stops and a

small piece of black cloth falls to the ground. This happens

a second time.

Daniel looks into the mirror. He has a black beanie pulled

down over his face with two roughly cut eye-holes in the

front.

All his weariness is gone and he is staring back into his

reflection unwavering and calm.

INT. UNKNOWN APARTMENT. VERY LATE

A blue light from a desktop computer fades up lighting up

the room then subsides.

A figure walks past the window. The light fades up - it is

Daniel wearing his make-shift balaclava.

He tries the door but it is locked. He goes back to the

window and pushes up against the center frame. It moves and

he slips it open.

Daniel sticks his head inside to listen then climbs

awkwardly through. Halfway through he falls.

He stands and looks around the room. He walks toward a

closed door across the room and touches the handle.

There is a photo on the TV cabinet of Caity and Dean. The

computer lights up his reflection in the window and fades

down again

He turns the handle and opens the door.
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INT. CAITY’S BEDROOM

Daniel enters the room.

Caity is laying bed, twisted under her sheet, white lines of

light shine across her body.

Daniel starts to close the door.

Caity stirs.

She rolls over and looks toward the door. She sees Daniel’s

silhouette and quickly Caity straightens up.

Daniel doesn’t move.

Caity, more awake, studies the shape in front of her and

relaxes. She moves onto her knees and Daniel turns to leave.

CAITY

Wait!

He stops.

CAITY

I mean... What are you doing in my

room?

Her voice has changed, she is now playing a role.

CAITY

I don’t have anything to steal.

Does that make you mad?

She moves towards the edge of her bed, the blanket falling

away from her body.

CAITY

If you don’t get out of my room

right now, I’ll scream for help.

They stare.

Caity opens her mouth and then screams. Daniel jumps

forward, knocking her back and clamps his hand on her mouth.

They lock eyes and Daniel looks away.

She fights him. He lets go of her mouth to grab her arms but

she screams again.

Daniel looks around, panicked. He lunges at a collection of

scarves hanging around the bedpost and grabs one.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITY

What are you going to do to me?

Huh? What?

He wraps the scarf around her head so it covers her whole

face.

They continue to struggle for some time before:

CAITY

(muffled)

Do it!

Daniel looks back at the door. Caity arches her back.

CAITY

(muffled)

Do it!

Caity screams through her gag and he clamps her mouth.

Daniel stares down at her, his eyes burning. He grabs at his

belt, unworking the buckle.

EXT. CAITY’S APARTMENT BUILDING BLOCK

A cat runs out from the driveway and across the street.

INT. CAITY’S BEDROOM

Daniel finishes and lets go of Caity’s arms. She rolls over,

pulls the scarf off her face, as she does Daniel away.

CAITY

Was it too weird?

He doesn’t move

CAITY

Hey. Are you OK?

She reaches out and he jerks backward.

CAITY

(confused)

Dean?

CAITY

(cont)

Caramel.

Daniel looks back at the door.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITY

Dean? Caramel!

Daniel turns. Caity leaps up.

CAITY

What the fuck?

She runs to him.

INT. LIVING ROOM CONTINUED FROM LAST SCENE

Daniel makes a line for the door. Caity catches him.

CAITY

Hey! Stop.

Daniel turns and grabs her arms. They are face to face for

the first time. She stares directly into his eyes.

CAITY

What the fuck...?

She struggles.

CAITY

Let go!

Daniel pushes her to the floor and turns bursting out of the

apartment.

CAITY

Stop!

EXT. APARTMENT WALKWAY CONTINUED FROM LAST SCENE

Daniel barrels out of the door. Caity screams.

CAITY

Stop!

He slips running down the stairs and lands hard. He picks

himself up. Caity has managed to drag herself outside.

CAITY

Help!

Daniel sprints away, across the road and down an adjacent

alleyway.

CAITY

Help! Somebody help me!

(CONTINUED)
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Daniel doesn’t slow down and Caity’s screams fade. He

quickly approaches the street at the other end of the alley.

He bursts out onto the footpath the same time a bicyclist is

turning in.

They collide and Daniel smashes into the ground.

Daniel shakily picks himself up.

VOICE

Are you OK?

Daniel’shead darts around at the voice.

VOICE

Hey. Mate are you OK?

The bike rider is standing next to him. It is Dean but

Daniel does not realise.

DEAN

I’m really sorry, I was just

turning in here off the road.

Daniel recognises Dean. He grabs at his own face. The

balaclava has been knocked off his head in the collision and

his face is fully exposed.

DANIEL

You shouldn’t be riding on the

fucking footpath!

DEAN

I know. I’m sorry. I was pulling in

because my girlfriend lives just

down this lane.

He points down the alley. Caity’s scream can be heard

faintly.

DEAN

Look are you OK? You don’t look so

good.

He steps toward Daniel, who staggers backwards. Caity’s can

be heard again. Dean hears it this time.

DEAN

Did you...?

Daniel turns and bolts, around the corner and out of sight.
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EXT. DANIEL’S APARTMENT. EARLY IN THE MORNING

The sound of a car driving past scares a flock of birds up

into the air.

INT. DANIEL’S BEDROOM.

Daniel sits at his computer chair. He is wearing his work

uniform and his face is grazed up.

He is logged into Caity’s profile, scrolling through the

conversation he watched between her and Dean.

On screen is the end of their conversation:

CAITY

its not like i actually want to get

raped.

Daniel closes the browser, then stands and walks out of the

room.

SUPERMARKET AISLE

Daniel is stacking cans, turning the labels out same as

before.

Robin turns into the aisle pushing a trolley of produce. He

notices the scratches on Daniel’s face. He stops but Daniels

completely ignores him so he keeps moving.

Daniel turns to open a fresh box of cans and spots

something.

At the entrance the manager of the supermarket is talking to

two police officers. Dean is with them.

Dean spots Daniel and points directly at him.

Daniel turns back to the shelf. He looks down at his name

badge and back up again.

He finishes stacking the row he is working on. He then turns

down the aisle, toward the entrance and walks out of shot.

END


